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Abstract - We consider discrete random fields which 
have simple descriptions of rows and columns. We present 
constructions which combine high entropy with simple 
means of generating the fields and analyzing the probabil- 
ity distribution. Hidden state Markov sources are an essen- 
tial tool in the construction. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider two-dimensional fields on a rectangular grid. 
The variables, uij , take values from a finite set. The fields 
might be defined by a set of local constraints reflecting proper- 
ties of the codes or images under consideration, and it would be 
desirable to have models with a large entropy [ 11. 
11. FIELDS FROM FIRST ORDER MARKOV CHAINS 
We shall consider the particular case of fields with rows and 
columns described by the same first order Markov chain, and in 
addition we require that each row depends on the upper half 
plane only through the last row. 
Let m be the size of the alphabet, W = {wi, w,, ... w, 1, and 
equivalently, the number of states in the chain. We shall as- 
sume that the chain is regular with transition matrix Q. In order 
to obtain a simple link between two rows and what is often 
referred to as a causal model for generating the field, it is desir- 
able that uij depends on the previous row and symbols in the 
same row to the left only though uij.i, ui.lj , and u,,~.~. 
Markov chains with pairs of symbols as the alphabet will be 
used to describe the simultaneous distribution of two rows. Let 
P( x ”, y ” )  indicate the simultaneous distribution of two rows, 
and use the chain rule to express this probability as a product of 
conditional probabilities 
P( x ”, y ” )  = n Q( xi , yi I x y ‘ - I )  
Lemma I:. If the conditional probability of xi depends only on 
xi., , then x is a Markov chain. 
If we make a similar independence assumption about y ”, we 
can assure that this row becomes a Markov chain, but the only 
solution is the Pickard field [2 ] .  We shall maintain the inde- 
pendence assumption for the first row. However, the marginal 
distribution of the second row will be described by a partially 
hidden-state process, where the state is defined by the present 
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symbol and the probability distribution on the symbol in the 
previous row. In order for the hidden state process to reduce to 
a usual Markov chain, the hidden state must be a function of 
the observable part. 
Lemma 2: A necessary condition for the lower row to be a 
Markov chain with transition matrix Q is that QG = GQ where 
G is the linear mapping defining the hidden state. 
Theorem I :  There is a probability assignment such that all rows 
are generated left to right and all columns from the bottom to 
the top by the transition matrix Q. 
Example I :  The constraint known as the hard square model 
(and several other names) is that uij=l only if ui.i =O and uij.l 
=O. For P(1) = 1/5, P(uij=l I =0, qj-i =0) = 4/13. The en- 
tropy becomes (13/20) . H(4/13) = 0.5788. 
Example 2: Consider binary fields which have rows and col- 
umns described by symmetric binary Markov chains. We shall 
take the transition probability between the two colors to be 1/5. 
Taking P(O1 / 10) = 0, the boundaries between the two colours 
become closed, non-intersecting curves. In [3] we used this 
field as an intermediate step in the construction of a balanced 
ternary field. The entropy is easily calculated as H = 0.4756 for 
the Pickard field, but H = 0.5359 for the field constructed using 
a hidden state model. Comparing samples of the two fields, the 
latter sample has a more random appearance, but the difference 
in the correlations along the diagonals is quite obvious. 
111. FIELDS FROM SECOND ORDER MARKOV CHAINS. 
We shall extend our approach to the case where rows and col- 
umns are described by a second order Markov chain, and each 
row depends on the upper half plane only through the last two 
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